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INI'R(l)t£ TION 

When a load is applied to a sheet of paper, the paper may 

break immediately or it may support the load for some period 

of time. It is recognized that the paper, while under a stress 

less than that required to cause immediate break, is weakened 

until it is final.l,¥ unable to support the stress. Since in the 

normal use of paper the stress to which paper is subjected is 

less than that needed to cause immediate break this weakening 

is an important factor in many cases. 

A few examples of such cases are the winding of the paper 

onto the reel of the paper machine during manufacture, the use 

of paper in bags, and possibly most important of all the run

ning of paper through a printing press. 

Since approximately 90 per cent of all paper is printed 

by some means or another, and during the printing process the 

paper is subjected to stresses, the subject of weakening while 

under stress is very important. Should the paper be weakened 

to the breakinp; point in the printing operation, many cost:cy 

shutdmms and wastes of materials could result. 
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FAC O COW'IRIDUTIID TO PAPER S'IREIDTH 

Paper etrenrrth is a vague term and 1s tneanirl less if not

aeeoo;,anied by an un erstancin of the particular strength 

property desired an a means of determinin this proper-tu• 

Paper strength is dependent upon many factors, some of 

whioh are better understood than others, and are believed to 

con tribute more than others• '1.be fao tors ooosidered to be 

the most important to paper stren th area (1) the stroor,th of 

the fibers of which the sheet is ma e, (2) the stranp,th of 
. . 

the fiber-to-fiber bonds, (3) the number of bonds, and (4) the 

formation of the she�t. 

Casey(!) claims that fiber-to- iber bondin, is the most 

important sin le factor affecU� the stren th of papor and 

that deficiencies in the stren th o paper must be attributed 

to deficiencies in bondin , and not to a lack of 1ntrinsio 

fiber atren ,th. 'onnan (g_) says that the total bond area 

an the atrenp:th or the fiber•· o-fi er hoods are major eon

t.ributors to the stren ,th o a sheet of paper. 

Van den Akker, LathPop, Voelker, and Dearth (J.} have shown 

that fiber stren, th is not unimportant 1n sheet stren. th. It 

was fOlmd by them tha fiber stren ,th has a very significant 

infiuence in sheet stron ,th. In their 1nvest1 ation of the 

relative importance of iber allure an m breakin in 

sheet failure, they foun< that by usin a technique of � in� 
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( dyi?lf') a small fraction of the fi ers making up the paper it 

oould be shown that a substantial percen �e of the taP,Re 

fi ers were broken or pulled apart durin� tensile ailure of 

the papa r even when the dePr of bea tinP was moderate• 

Ratliff (!!) postulates that, at lea. t dur1n,� the ar:cy 

stapes of eatinP, the amount o fiber bondinp fair'.cy' well 

determines the sheet stren th. s the total stren th of the 

fiber bondinr approaches the stren th of the fibers themselves, 

fi er tren th � increasint".� bee e he limiting factor. 

He believes that other limitinP factors may bet e speci ic 

strenPth of th fiber bon�s and increas concentration of 

a resse at weaker spots a fiber bon in is increased. 

'T'he dePree of bon�inr which is present betreen fiber in 

a sheet of paper is depen ent upon a reat num er of factors. 

Am nr th ee are the nature of the fiber surface am the way 

in mioh the fi ers have been for into the sheet. e area 

of th ibar in contact a the num r of on s form 1s a 

res o the formation o the sheet. 'l'he treatment 1oh 

the fibers receive in beating sho an ef ec upon the ep-ree 

of bondin, ecause of the effect of 'ber surface an the 1 -

1 ili ty of e fiber. 

E erton (�) believes tha the laxin_ of the fiber whic 

tak s place durin� b ati a br s bon within the_ iber and 

ma it more flexi le. '!'hie lexib 11 cy is ter oonf orma 

ill allo with ther fi ers • hode 



and In manson (�) believe that this flarl.bili tu ives less fiber 

damape an ther ore results in a ore e ioient beating 

operation. 

Casey (�) says that in the beatin!'P operation one of the 

first things which may be aeoonq:,lish is the rupture and

partial removal of the primary wall, thereby exposing the

secondary wall of the 1ber. Once this is accomplish , he

bruisinp: an rubbinp action of the beater causes the fibers 

to fr� out into fine fibrils whi h increases the amount of 

expos surface area of the fibPrs, anrl a the same time makes 

the fib rs increasinrrl fl le. "'h inereas specific 

sur ace ob ai ed increase th mapni e o the sur ace tensio 

f roes dravi.nP the f i 0r t,Of' th ,r an� also makes it possible 

for an increas9(l area of fiber surface to come into contact 

durino sheet formation, thereby increasin? the adhesion between 

fibers. 

Wissan {1) claims thn the ul imate e ee 0£ the beatillf' 

cperation on i er on 1nr is o (l) rearran�e the bo s from 

within the ibers o bon s e n hem; aoo (2) to increase 

the munber of bonds per uni volume, or coq,aot the a er, 

while he total rmmbPr of bond pr uni mass is no materialJ¥ 

af' ected. 

ormnn (g) ints out that on tinrr a pulp, the 1 er 

area may e incr asecl fi llatio , }Wdration, an cu tina, 

an the bonded area in a hee there ore tens to increase as 
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the surface area of the pulp increases, 

!nf.,manson and 'l"hode (!!) believ tha the "total" area avail-

able for bondin,:, is no tennin by he specific surf ace e -

eloped, but is a constant �hicb is e rmineri o� by the surface 

area of the ori inal unbeaten fibers. h8'J believe that the 

fibrils on the surface of the fibers and the fines enerat by 

beatin. are bonderl back to the surface of the fibers, and 

therefore their area is not avail.a le for bond.in• 

Casey (.J:) SUP,r,ests th t fiber laxibilltu i.s increased by 

r uc l.il!nin content, increased f1 er lenp.th., as well as by 

inoraas beatinP,, . tli f (,!+.) .found that kraft pulps which 

,ere lir,nifi with chlorite hibited greater stren th at 

a rruw of 40 ... .50 per cent yield and tha an increase 1n strenPth 

was came a out. as the yiel lee ened r So to 42 per cen • 

een. (2) found that the specific ondin stren,th (bond:l.M 

strenf'th divided by the percen t?e bonded area) 1ooreased as 

t.he li nin ras r ved in a e m1ch0tll.ieal kraft pulp, 

as (}) believes tha iber len , th oes not ha"ITe a r.rea 

effect upon fiber onclinr,, bu iber lenr,th 1s a propertu to 

c nai er , · cause after a imum or iber bon 1np. has 

taken plaoe, the s ren,th of paper d pends prinoipa� upon 

the leng of its cooiponent fibers. 

foDonnell (!Q) states that inter-f'iber bondinp. strength 

of paper is iuprov by bleaohin , because a the iooreased 



surface area, possible better fiber flsxibili-ty, an 1ncreaser1 

efficiency of utilization of the available sur aee area which 

resulted from ex.posinr, better bo inr surface • I was shown 

in this sttdy that in a particular ste , the level of strenptb 

is ined by he balance betweon bondiriP. and f1bar etren th, 

ach1evabl stren,th is llmi by whiohevor of but 

the a tors is the weaker, relative o the other. 

en deali� w1 th the total ndinP, stran , th it must be 

realized tha this trenr, his flpe en upon the bonde ar a,

the strenf7th o the bonds, and the 

(_g) • In as 1ng 

in which these factors

are difficul tar

arise and the most r ent discu ions of this measur nt have 

n oon by In?manson an b (_) and by S �nson and 

Ste (12). 
-

arsnna (lJ) maae use or tho specific surf ace meaourotoont 

an the ubelka and l·hmk equ on in the ete:mination of the 

area of optical contact. tllff {,k) showed that tho area of 

optical contact is a function, no ... a 1r .t 

area of iber-to-fiber bon in1 • 

sure, of the 

e of thR firs ethod sup e ted or the me sure!IX!nt of 

bonnin I etr npth in a sheet of pa r was tha of 1loffrr.an-

J oob en Q!!). Thu. s r, osted method wa concerned with the 

ratio o ordinary tensile strenRth o zero-span ensile 

etr th. 
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Van den Akker (�) su , , ests that bonded area contributes 

to sheet stre, th but may depend upon the 1ntemal structure 

or the bond. In this inveeti ation, the stress appll to a 

shee in a d1rec ti n parallel to the lane o the sheet 1 

mentioned and 1 t is twPotheeiz that 1n a typical well•boo d 

shoo the individual fiber-to-f bond are suhjec te to simple 

shear r o ees when this is carr ad out. 

Ratl.if'f' (g.) augges s that the hemlcelluloeee 1n pulp man

if e!Jt their effects upon pulp properties by enabling a h1,b 

epee1f1o surfa e and bonded area to e de¥ loped during beaUn 

withou much d crease in fiber strength. his il'ldioates tba 

hemi elluloees o have an inoreasin er o t on fiber bondinR 

as their percenta�e increases. 

Campbell (�) oints out tha wh fibers themselves are 

bro en the result 1 a rupture of shear between bonded t1brils 

1ns1 e he fibers and that fibers are broken is evidence that 

the bo.oding of these fibers to ne hborinp, fibers is stronger 

than whenever bondi · · talcee place 1n the fiber 1 tself a 1thlob 

m,gy- be due to primary chem.cal bonds or to tvdrogen bonding or 

both. le also says that poes1b)¥ a great deal of the bonded 

surf ace 1s broken in the earlier stan:ee of loadine while d1a

tort1one take plaee 1n the course of setting up the continuous 

chains o bond uni ts �ich carry the final loa • 



It�· is eubjeetod to a tAmfilO ltNIS lt 111111V � 

i£D9:Ha� av it nay s�, tho ,treas tor a ped.oct f:4 tble.

Rame (IL)� that a ftlatlOOllhip adate betwaan tbG 1.a 

and the logarl.tbm of tll8 time• period that the � ---

the 1oac1 before the tftak ocoun. 'lba N!lati� be obtdnod 

18 sbo1m 1n F!g.1. 



.IJcobeen (18) also found thls rol.at:l.cmehlp. Tb1s seeca
-

to show that within the sheet there ls a 11tneo-dependent 

moohan'J em 'Which atteo ts the sbc,et etreogtb. 

Griffin and MeKinl.ey Cl£) show that papa- w1U break under 

a redmed looc if the time of application or this load is 

increased and, o�, atata that tho laid l'8Q.U1red wll1 be 

h!ghor it tllE> paper is broken � • � attribute this to 

the nos-1 1n paper and to the time elsmen.t involved 1n the 

soparot100 of fibers just prior to ruptm-o. 

DOUflhtu (g_Q) IH\YS that ultimate tensile S�tll of paper 

is decreased with increasing basis waigbt. ne attributea this 

primipol11' to variation in fiber c:rientattoo, therefore� 

that fiber orientation or al.1.cmant bas an effect upon the 

responao of paper to a teneUs stress. 

Schulz (!!) pointa out that tho l:IIUll18r 1n t.ahicb strGes 1a 

distributed w1 thin tho sheet whilo supporting a load 1a a 

£actor lrihiob must be oons1dered. If stress 1a distributed 

unUo.rm\v tho least strain w11l be realized. Because of tho 

varletu 1n the size am shape or the olaalte wh1eh CClll)089 the 

sheet it 1a not lik� that tll1s unifom distribution ie ever 

prOOEl'lt in paper. 

Schulz (lb) states that publlcatime by b'dman, 

Oustarsson, and Olafsson and Sandborn show an incNBSe 1n tho 

llght ecatterirw. ooeff1cieat of PIIPOI' aftar it was subjected to 



coefficient and the wm"k done tv the lood on the paper was 

foum. It is eneralJ¥ believed that the 11.ght-ecattenng 

coei'fieient varies diree� with the unbended area 1n the 

sheet, so a change in the internal. eheot etructm-e 1s 

1111licated. 

Sehul.z (ll) also says that � ml JcKee showed 

ehangas in the thiolmess of paper wbUe supporting a 1oe • t 

1s believed that the brealdnB of fiber-to-fiber borids is 

reaponsible for this ohm>ge 1n thiclmoes. 
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I.EM 

It bas been shown by Rance (!7.) and Jacobsen (}_) that 

when paper 1s subjected to a load there 1s a relatiODSh1p 

beuam the load and the logar1 thm of the time period tba t the 

paper supports the load. 

his iq)liee a streee-<lependent mechanism w1 thin the sheet 

'Which af acts the strength or the sbeet. be weakenin or paper 

until it is t� broken has been attributed to the bre� 

of fiber-� iber bonds in the shoot. 

his work involved a stlx\v of the relationship between the 

paper to the t1me under load at periods at time 

less than that requirac for sheet rupture. 'Iwo objectives were 

to be served. First, it was proposed to obtain results which 

would enable an accurate prediction of the tensile stron th of 

paper art.er 1 t ha been subject to a lo& far a period o time. 

The seeon objective we an attempt to show that this weakanin 1 

1s due to the breaking of fiber-to-fiber bonds in the sheet. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

PREPARATION OF HANDSHEETS 

DESCRIPTION OF PULP 

The pulp used in this work was a Weyerhauser softwood alpha 

pulp obtained from the Hawthorne Paper Company 1n Kalamazoo, 

Michigan and used by them in their daily operations. The pulp 

was obtained in bale form and was stoNd at room conditions. The 

pulp was Nfined in a Valley laboratoiy beater according to 

TAPP! Standard T 200 m-45. BetoN beating, the pulp wae soaked 

1n water for four hours and was detibered in a William,s Standard 

pulp disintegrator. The pulp was beaten with a load of 5500 g. · 

on the bedplate. The results of the beater evaluation are 

shown in Table I. 

TABLE I 

BEATER EVALUATION OF PULP 

Beating Freeness Basia Average Average Average Fold 
Time ml. CSF Weight Thickness Tensile Burst MIT 

Minutes S•Lsg, m 1L1000 1n. lbs. .E?Bi 

0 729 62.6 5.8 1.55 1.9 0 

15 550 61.2 3.9 1.92 18.3 19 

30 26o 59.5 3.4 10.9.3 24.1 37 

45 101 6o.o 3.1 11.12 24.9 91 

STUDY OF THE REPRODUCIBILITY OF HANDSHEETS 

This study was made to enable the preparation of handsheets 
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without great variations in physical properties, in order that 

further work would be free from error because of' deviations in 

hand.sheet properties. It was evident that to obtain reproducible 

hand.sheets from this pulp, a study of this kind muBt be carried 

out because of variations in handsheets observed during the beater 

evaluation. 

In studying the reproducibility of handsheets made from this 

pulp two areas were considered as major variables. First, a study 

of the reproducibility of sheet properties at different degrees ot

beating was made. 

The second area of study was that of the reproducibility in 

properties of handsbeets of different basis weight.a. 

In preparing handsheets for the study of various degrees ot 

beating and its effect on hand.sheet properties, TAPP! Standard T 

205 m-5.3 was fol owed, using a British sheet mold and a hydraulic 

press. Drying was carried out in a conditioned room using standard 

drying rings. After conditioning of the sheets, they were cut into 

strips as shown in Figure 2. The cutting of these strips was done

with a razor blade to permit a very accurate size to be obtained. 

Strips A, E, F and Z (see Figure 2) were used to determine 

zero-span tensile strength, while strips B, c, and D were cut to a 

length of 150 nnn, weighed and the tensile strength determined. 

Strips A, E, F and Z were cut to a length of 100 nm, weighed, and

then reduced to 40 mm to enable easier handling. All strips were 

cut 15 Dill wide. 
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Figure 2 

Handsheet Division 

B C D 
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The basis weight, tensile strength, and zero-span tensile 

strength of each strip was determined and calculations made to 

give breaking length and zero-span breaking length by use of the 

following formulas: 

Breaking length • 30,240 p 

where E is the tensile break load in pounds on a 15 mm strip 

and ! is the moisture-free basis weight in grams/square meter 

Zero-span breaking length • 30,240 p 

where Eis the zero-span tensile in pounds on a 15 DDn strip 

after correct\on for the weight of the zero-span upper jaws 

and knurled screw and r is the moisture-free basis weight in 

grams/square meter 

After the zero-span tensile strength was determined, the lim 

of rupture was examined under a microscope to observe the type of 

break which had occurred and it was foum that as the beating time 

increased up to 45 minutes, the line of rupture becane increasingly 

sharper. 

The data obtained in this study are shown in Tables II and Ill. 

From the data in Tables II and III, a measure of the variations 

in sheet properties was calculated by dividing the "range" of 

values of breaking length and zero-span breaking length obtained 

at each degree of beating by the average value of breaking length 

and zero-span brea�ing length at each degree of beating, and 

multiplying by 100. The value of th:! ''range" was obtained by 

subtracting the lowest reading obtained from the highest reading. 
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TABLE II 
EFFEC T OF DEGREES OF BEATING ON REPRODUCIBILIT Y OF HANOOHEETS 

Beating Breaking Zero-span Beating Breaking Zero-span 
Time Length Breaking Time Length Brealdng 
Minutes Meters Length Minutes Meters Length 

Meters Meters 

0 593 8201 30 5222 10634 
578 7087 5155 10343 
575 7081 5188 10132 
572 7079 4990 9820 
547 7093 4950 9712 
524 7025 4924 9689 
520 6970 4900 9513 
496 6845 4900 9539 
481 6703 4832 9,378 
494 6769 4701 9315 
466 6551 4558 9271 
441 6351 4534 9214 

15 .3712 11449 45 5832 10476 
3707 11209 5707 9950 
3648 10193 5640 9693 
3598 10135 56o7 9673 
3548 10118 5542 9518 
3543 10086 5444 9440 
3541 9916 5427 922,3 
3528 9906 5.364 9223 
.3476 9848 5355 9122 
3471 9838 5138 9072 
3461 9793 5135 8756 
3402 9356 4744 8302 

TABLE III 
AVERAGE AND RANGE VALUES FROM DEGREE OF BEATING 

• I STUDY ON REPRODUCIBILITY 

AVERAGES RANGE:S 

Beati� Breaking Zero-span Beating Breaking Zero-span 

Time Length Breaking Time Length Breaking 

Minutes Meters Length Minutel!I Meters Length 

Meters Meters 

0 524 6807 0 152 1850 

15 3553 9983 15 310 2093 

30 4898 9565 30 688 1420 

45 541.3 9159 45 1088 2174 
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This measure of vari.a tion is termed variation percentage, a.nd the 

values for it obtained at the degrees of beating studied are sholll 

in Table IV. 

TABLE IV 

VARIATION I'&RCENTAGE AT VARIOUS DEGREES OF BEATING 

Beating Time Variation Pereentage Variation Percentage 
Minutes Breaking Length Zero-span 

Breakins Le�th 

0 29.0 27.2 

15 8.7 20.9 

30 14.1 14.6 

45 20.3 23.7 
I, 

Upon examination of Tables II, III and IV, it can be seen that 

a great deal of error was present at each degree of beating. At a 

beating time of 30 minutes there seemed to be the greatest 

reproducibility and this degree also seemed to give the best 

handsheet formation upon visual examination. 

In studying the reproducibility of handsheets of different basis 

weights; pulp beaten for 30 minutes was used. Handsheets were formed 

on a British sheet mold and pressing done on a hydraulic press. 

Drying was carried out in standard drying rings and in a conditioned 

room. Handsheets were formed in the above manner weighing appron mately 

2.0 and 3.3 grams per sheet. 'lhese handsheets were divided into 

strips according to Figure 2, cut in the same manner as those used 

in the study of the effect of degrees of beating on handsheet 

reproducibility, weighed, and tested for tensile strength and zero-

span tensile strength. Calculations of breaking length and zero-span 

breaking length were made and are presented in Tables V am VI. 
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TABLE V 
EFFECT 

0

0F BASIS WEIGHT ON REPRODUCIBILITY 

Sheet Breaking Zero-span Sheet Breaking Zero-span 
Weight Length Breaking Weight Length Breaking 
g./sq. m Meters Length g/sq. m Meters Length 

Meters Meters 

106.7 5o6o 11480 164.8 5190 10080 
108.4 5275 11120 165.l 5130 9850 
108.4 5025 11500 164.6 5100 9730 
105.3 5490 11180 164.3 5250 9640 
105.8 4875 10950 163.0 5175 10370 
105.5 5100 10950 166.1 *4900 10410 
108.2 5600 10660 162.6 5290 10250 
108.0 5660 11000 161.4 5340 10070 
108.9 5559 10.300 162.5 5270 10650 
107.9 5112 10800 164.8 5.321 H9700 

108.5 4958 11620 161.8 5364 10110 
108.4 5040 11080 164.9 5226 9720 
106.7 5481 11420 163.6 5120 H-9490 
107.3 5478 11100 164.4 5316 10890 
108.4 5423 10300 164.1 5270 11130 
106.9 5408 10800 164.9 5300 10290 
106.0 5327 11010 164 • .3 5374 9890 
106.2 5.316 10350 163.6 5342 10890 

* wood sliver found at point of failure

,.. jaws of zero-span tensile strength tester not at zero-span 

TABLE VI 
AVERAGE AND RANGE VALUES FROM EFFECT 
OF WEIGHT S'IDDY ON REPRODUCIBILITY 

AVERAGES RANGES 

Sheet Breaking Zero-span Sheet Breaking Ze10-span 
Weight Length' Breaking Weight Length Braakinc 
g./sq. m Meters Length g./sq. m Meters Length 

Meters Meters 

107.4 5288 10980 107.4 195 1320 

164.o 5240 10180 164.o 274 1490 
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From the data in Tables V and VI, a measure of the variations 

in sheet properties was calculated by dividing the "range of values 

of breaking length ,and zero-span breaking length obtained at each 

sheet weight by the average value of breaking length and zero-span 

breaking length at each sheet weight, and multiplying by 100. The 

value of "range" was obtained by subtracting the lowest reading 

obtained from the highest reading. This measure of variation is 

termed variation percentage, and the values for it obtained at the 

sheet weights studied are shown in Table VII. 

TABLE VII 

VARIATION PERCENTAGE AT DIFFERENT SHEET WEIGHTS 

Sheet Weight 
g./sq. m 

107.4 

164.0 

Variation 
Percentage 
Breaking Length 

15.1 

5.3 

Variation Percentage 
Zero-span 
Breaking Length 

12.2 

14.7 

Upon examination of Tables V, VI, and VII, it can be seen that, 

in comparison with the deviation found in the study of the effect 

of the degrees of beating on handsheet reproducibility, the deviation 

has been reduced considerably. As the zero-span tensile strength test 

results are usually expected to vary considerably it can be said that 

a variation percentage of 5.3 for breaking length, as is the case with 

the handsheets of � average basis weight of 164.0 g./sq. m is very 

satisfactory for this type of work. Therefore, sheets of this weight 

were selected for use in further studies. The forming of heavier 

handsheets did not see to be justified once this variation percentage 

had been reached. 
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The tensile strength testing machine was periodically checked 

for accuracy by hanging different weights on the top jaw of the 

tester and reading the scale after allowing the tester to come to 

equilibrium. A check was also made to note the effect of using a 

2-inch span while �ing the tensile strength test, but no significant

variations were discovered by using this method.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

STUDY OF THE RELATIONSinP OF TIME 'ID BREAK VERSUS LOAD APPUED 

To meet the objectives set up for this work, it was necessary 

to make a detennination of the relationship of the time to break 

versus the load applied to a sheet. To determine this relationship 

it was necessary to apply loads of different magnitudes to strips of 

paper and find the time required for the atrips to break. 

A timing apparatus and clamps in which to hold the strip while 

applying load were needed arx3 these were designed and ma � by the 

author. 

The timing apparatus, used to measure the length time the samples 

supported the loa�, consisted of an electric clock, a wooden base, an 

on-of£ push-type electric switch, a metal coil spring, and a wooden 

pedal with hinge attachment. 

The procedure used to make this timing device was to drill into 

the base deep and large emugh to allow tm electric switch to be 

pushed of£ by a weight falling on the pedal without damage to the 

switch. 'lhe pedal was attached am the spring inserted between the 

base and the pedal to return the pedal to its original position after 

shutting the switch off. lhe clock was wired in connection with the 

switch so as to allow the switch to shut the clock off. 

The clamps were made of a copper-brass alloy. Rubber used in the 

clamps was from an ·automobile tire inner tube and bolts were of 

stainless steel. These are shown in Figure J. 

The study of the relationship of time to break versus load applied 

was caITied out in a conditioned room of controlled temperature md 
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humidity. 'lbe upper clamp was suspended and the lower clamp held the 

load. Loads used were 14.76, 13.7.3, 12.72, 10.89 am 9.90 pounds. 

Strips were cut 15 mm wide fran selected handsheets and placed with a 

4-inch span between the clamp jaws. '!he ti1ning apparatus was located

directly beneath the load in such a position that upon break:tng the

sheet, the weight would fall and shut the electric clock orr. This

arrangement is shown in F.i.glll'e 4. ti.me of placing the strip
�-- . \ 

under load was ted and with the clock being stoppe� .upon sheet
. I 

' rupture, the time under load could be determined very easily.

1he results of the study of the relationship be&een tim to 

break and load atlled is shown in Figure 5.

It is evide t from this study that sheets will break at loads�less 

th.an the maximumftensile load required for immediate rupture. Fm m 

Figure 5, it can be seen that, for a period up to on week, the time 

to break increas 'with decreasing load applied. 'Ihts relationship 

is linear between the 

and the load appfied, 
' 

logarithm of the tm required for sheet rupture 

over this time period. 
t • 'lbese data are useful because they verify the work of Rance (ll), 
• 

shown in Figure ! .
• .. . ... . .. . . . . ·· .. , .

After sheet rupture occurred in tm study of the relationship of

ti.JIB to break versll;S load applied, the zero-span tensile strength was 

determined. 'Ihe results of these zero-span tensile strength tests are 

shown in Table VIII. 
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Figure 4. Assembled Apparatus 

Material missing
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TABIE VIII 

EFFECT ON ZERO-SPAN TENSIIE STRENG'!Yi OF APPLIED LOAD 

Load Applied 
lbs. 

14.76 
13.73 
12.72 
10.89 

9.90 

Average Time 
to Rupture 

6..5 seconds 
85 seconds 
20 minutes 
30 hours 

l week

Average Zero-sp111 
Tensile Strength 

lbs. 

45.3 
46.6 
45.4 
46.o
45.2

From Table VIII, it can be seen th at the re is no change in the 

zero-span tensile strength that can be attributed to the weakening 

of the fibers of the sheet. The small differences are assumed to be 

due to experimental error, indicating that in the weakening of a 

sheet until it ruptures, by means of applying a tensile load, the 

breaking of fiber-to-fiber bonds within the sheet takes place. Also 

shown is that the intrinsic strength of tm fibers is not affected 

during this weakening. 

DE'IERMINATION OF THE RATE OF WEAKENING DUE 'ID AN APPLIED LOAD 

It was found in the study of the relationship of ti.me to break 

versus load applied, that in the time period studied, a sheet, when 

subjected to a tensile load lees than that required for immediate 

rupture, is weakened continually until it finally £ails. It was also 

indicated by this study, that this weakening is due to the breaking 

of fiber.to-fiber bonds within the sheet. 

The determination of the rate of weakening due to an applied 

load was carried out to examine this weakening effect and deternrine 

the effect of different tensile loads and the time of application of 

these loads on the rate of weakening of a sheet. 
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In detemining the rate of weakening due to an applied load, 

loads of 13.73, 12.72, 11.89 and 10.89 pounds were used. The 

time to break at each of these loads had been determined in the 

study of the relationship of time to break versus load applied. 

These loads were applied at periods less than that required 

for i.mnediate rupture and the tensile strength detennined after 

removal o� the load. 'Ihe results of 8PPlying loads for less 
I 

than the time required for immediate rupture is shown in Table IX 

and Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9. 

TABIE IX 

EFFECT OF LOAD APPLIED FOR VARIOUS TIME PERIODS ON TENSILE STREOO'IH 

Load Applied Previous 
To Tensile Strength 
Test-Lbs.· 

0 
13.73 
13.73 
12.72 
12. 72
11.89
11.89
11.89
10.89
10.89
10.89

Time 
Under 
Load 

0 
30 sec. 
6o sec. 
10 min. 
15.min.
30 min.
6o min.
90 min.

8 hours 
16 hours 
24 hours 

Tensile 
Strength 
Lbs. 

15.8 
15.4 
1,.1 
14.3 
14.5 
14.6 
15.1 
14.4 
1,.3 
15.1 
14., 

From examination of Tabl e IX and Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9, it can 

be seen that the tensile strength will decrease because of an applied 

load continuously until rupture and that the tensile strength 

decreased as the time under load increased. '!here is also some 

evidence that the rate of weakening of a sheet increases a.s 

the time under load increases until rupture occurs. 
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SUMMA.RY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Procedures aoo equipment were designed and constructed to 

determine the rate of weakening of paper and the factors which 

were effected by this weakening. 

A softwood alpha pulp was used in all work. A study of 

handsheet reproducibility was carried out, followed by a study 

of the relationshfp of time to break versus load applied, 

previous to the detennination of the rate of weakening. 

From the work carried out it is evident, that a sheet will 

be weakened continually until rupture, because of an applied load. 

As the intrinsic fiber strength is not effected by the applied 

load, the weakening can be attributed to the breaking of 

fiber-to"!fiber bonds within the sheet. As th e  load applied is 

increased, but less than the maximum tensile strength of the sheet, 

the time required for rupture decreased at periods up to one week. 

The rate at which a sheet is weakened will increase as the time 

under load is increased until rupture. 
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